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The self-demodulationof pulsed sound beams in a thermoviscousfluid is investigated
experimentally and theoretically. Experiments were performed in glycerin at megahertz
frequencieswith amplitude- and frequency-modulatedpulses. The theory is based on the
Khokhlov-Zabolotskaya-Kuznetsov(KZK) nonlinear parabolic wave equation. Numerical
resultswere obtainedfrom an algorithmthat solvesthe KZK equationin the time domain[Y.-S.
Lee and M. F. Hamilton, UltrasonicsInternational 91 ConferenceProceedings(ButterworthHeinemann,Oxford, 1991), pp. 177-180]. A quasilinearanalytic solution,which describesthe
main features of the waveform at all axial locations, is developedin the limit of strong
absorption.Theory and experimentare in goodagreementthroughoutthe near- and far fields.
PACS numbers: 43.25.Lj

INTRODUCTION

introduced
byGurbatov
etal•,9andtheeffect
ofabsorption
The term "self-demodulation," which was coined in

asincluded
by Cervenka
andAlais.
6 The complete
axial

the1960s
byBerktay,
• refers
tothenonlinear
generation
of

solution is obtainedby combiningthe second-ordersolu-

a low-frequencysignalby a pulsed,high-frequencysound
beam. Berktay derived a far-field axial solution for the demodulatedwaveformthat is valid when the followingconditions are satisfied:The amplitude modulationof the carrier wave (i.e., the pulseenvelope)variesslowlyrelativeto
the centerfrequencyof the pulse;the absorptionlength at
the centerfrequencydoesnot exceedthe Rayleighdistance
at that frequency;and the processis weakly nonlinear (no
shock formation). The demodulatedwaveform predicted
by Berktay is proportional to the secondderivativeof the
squareof the pulseenvelopefunction,and it was first con-

tionwiththeresults
developed
by Froysaetal.•0for the

firmedexperimentally
byMoffettetal.2,3Berktay's
resultis
an extensionof Westervelt'ssolution for the parametric

array.
4 Limitations
of Berktay's
model,particularly
with
respectto the effectsof absorptionand pulseduration, are

discussed
by Froysa.
5 Althoughmanypapers
havebeen
written on the subject of self-demodulation(see Refs. 5
and 6 for reviewsof relevant literature), comparisonof
theory and experimenthasbeenmade only for the far-field
axial waveform.

One purpose of the present paper is to demonstrate
that the Khokhlov-Zabolotskaya-Kuznetsov(KZK) par-

abolicnonlinear
waveequation
7 accurately
describes
the

primary beam. Whereas the individual elements of the
completesolutionhave beenintroducedpreviouslyby others, their combinationprovidesa new result that is in ex-

cellentagreement
with the numerical
solution
8 for weak
nonlinearity (Gol'dberg numbers less than unity) and
strong absorption (absorptionlengthsless than the Rayleigh distance).
I. GOVERNING

EQUATION

AND SOURCE

CONDITION

Our theoretical predictions are based on the KZK

equation:
?

a2p
Co
+•acoat-•'
+2p0c_3
2 V•2p
0 at'2

az at'

(])

wherep is the soundpressure,z is the coordinatealongthe

axisof thebeam,V•2=a2/at2+ r- •(a/ar), r is thetransverse radial coordinate (the sound beam is assumedto be

axisymmetric), t'=t-Z/Co is the retarded time, and Cois
the sound speeit.The first term on the fight-hand side of
Eq. ( 1) accountsfor diffraction,the secondterm accounts
for thermoviscousattenuation (• is the diffusivity of

entire processof self-demodulationthroughout the near

sound
]]), andthethirdtermaccounts
for quadratic
non-

field and into the far field, both on and off the axis of the

linearity of the fluid (B is the coefficientof nonlinearityand

beam. Numerical solutionsof the KZK equation are obtainedfrom a time-domainalgorithmdevelopedpreviously

P0 is the ambientdensityof the fluid).
The sourceis assumedto be a circular pistonof radius
a, for which the prescribedsourceconditionis

by twoof theauthors.
8 Thenumerical
solutions
arecompared with resultsfrom experimentsperformedin glycerin
at megahertzfrequencies.Both amplitude-and frequencymodulatedpulsesare considered.
Another purposeof the paper is to presenta quasilinear analytic solutionthat describesthe completeevolution
of the axial waveform.

The second-order solution for the

demodulatedwaveformaccountsfor the amplitudemodu2876
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p=pof(t)H(a--r)

at z=0,

(2)

whereP0 is the characteristicsourcepressure,f(t) is the
time dependence,and H is the unit stepfunctiondefinedby
H(x) =0 for x <0 and H(x)= 1 for x•>0. Amplitude and
frequencymodulationof a carder waveat frequencyo0 are
taken into accountby writing
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f(t)=E(t)sin[coot+4(t)

],

(3)

wherethe envelopeE(t) andphase•b(t) are slowlyvarying
functionsof time in comparisonwith sinCOot.
The instantaneousangular frequencyof the carrier wave is

again with implicit finite differencemethods.The solution
in the plane at a+ Aa now includes the effectsof both
diffractionand absorption.A third sweepfrom rr to rr+ Aa
includesnonlinearityby implementingthe relation

(

d&

11(t)=coø+
d'•'

P(p,a+
Aa,
r)=P p,a,r+NP
In 1+ 1+a

(4)

The sourceconditiondescribedby Eqs. (2) and (3) appliesto all numericaland analyticalresultspresentedbe-

(8)

which is an exact solutionof the equation
cgP

NP

cgP

&r--(1-+-a)
Or'

low.

II. NUMERICAL

,

(9)

The three successive
sweepsover the incrementalstepAa
thus yield a solutionin the plane at rr+ Aa which contains
the combinedeffectsof diffraction,absorption,and nonlin-

SOLUTION

The numerical solution is based on a dimensionless,

transformed,and integratedform of Eq. (1):

earity.
The same procedureis repeatedover each successive

incrementalstep in the rr direction. Implicit backward finite difference(IBFD) methodsare usedto solveEqs. (6)
and (7) for the first 100 steps,and Crank-Nicolson finite
difference(CNFD) methodsare used throughout the remainderof the field. Typical stepsizesusedto generatethe

cgP1 fr (V•P)dr'
+A
•-•+
(1
+c)
Or
c92p
NP
cgP
'
&r--4(1 +0') 2 --o,

(5)

The dimensionless
variablesare definedby the following
transformation, which facilitates calculations in the far

field:•2

numerical
resultsin Sec.V wereArt= 10- 3X ( 1+ rr)2 for
the IBFD methodsand Ac=3.5X10-3(1+c) 2 for the
CNFD methods,with Ap_•0.03 and Ar•_0.2. The imple-

P= ( 1+ rr) (P/Po),

mentation

a=Z/Zo,

of the IBFD

and CNFD

methods with the in-

dicatedspatialstepsizesis patternedafter numericalalgorithms for solving Fourier seriesexpansionsof Eq. (5),

p= (r/a)/(1+a), r=coot'-(r/a)2/(1+a),

by NazeTjottaetal.13Additional
dewhereZo=cooa2/2Co
is theRayleigh
distance
at a charac- whicharereviewed
teristicfrequencycoo.The followingtwo parametersindicatethe relativeimportanceof the termson the right-hand
side of Eq. (5).

tails of the presentalgorithmwill appearin a future paper.

III. QUASILINEAR

A = a0z0, N = Zo/•,

AXIAL

SOLUTION

As an alternative to the numerical solution described
whereao=Scog/2Co
3isthethermoviscous
attenuation
coefin
the
previoussection,an analytic solution can be develficientand2= poCo3/[3cooPo
istheplanewaveshock
forma-

tion distance,eachat frequencycoo.A usefulauxiliary parameter is the Gol'dberg number

which appearsin the quasilinearsolutiondevelopedin Sec.
III.

Equation (5) is solvednumericallyin the time domain
via the algorithm describedin Ref. 8. The pressurefield
P(p,a,r) is discretizedin spaceand time, and Eq. (5) is
integratednumerically term by term to advancethe field

through eachincrementalstepfrom rr to a+ Aa. Specifically, for a given pressuredistributionin a plane at an
arbitrary distancerr from the sourceplane, diffraction is
taken into accountby solvingthe equation

(6)

with implicit finite differencemethods.The solutionof Eq.
(6), now in the plane at rr+ Aa, is taken to be the new field
back at a, and absorptionis taken into accountby solving
the equation
cgP

c92p

aa
2877
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is used to obtain a solution of the form

P =P 1-l-P2,

F = N/A = (aoz--)
- 1,

OP1+a)
Oa--4(
1 2fr (V•P)dr'

opedfor the axial field. The methodof successive
approximations

(7)

(10)

whereP l and P2 are the primary and secondarypressure
fields,respectively,which satisfythe following equations:

a2pl Co2

5 a3pl

cgz
3t'-•-V;Pl-2c30
c•t
'3=0,

(11)

cgz
r•t'
---•V;P2-2c30
Ot
'3--2poCo
3&,2ß

(12)

Equations ( 10)-(12) shall be usedto obtain a quasilinear
solution for the completeaxial waveform, subjectto the
sourceconditiongiven by Eqs. (2) and (3). It is assumed
that thermoviscous
absorptionterminatesthe nonlinearinteractionregion within the near field of the primary beam
(A•> 1), and that finite-amplitude effects are relatively
weak (F <• 1).

Asdiscussed
byFroysa
etal.,1øEq. ( 11) canbesolved
by performinga temporal convolutionof the losslesssolution (obtainedwith/i=0) with the dissipationfunction

D(z,t)= (c•/2rr6z)1/2
exp(--Co3t2/26z).

( 13)
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For the sourceconditionin Eq. (2), the axial solutionthus
becomes

p•/po= [ f(t')-

f(t'-a2/2Co z) ].D(z,t'),

(14)

where the asteriskindicatesconvolutionwith respectto t'.
Becauseof the parabolic approximationinherent in the
KZK equation, the validity of Eq. (14) is restricted at a

to= 2toobecausea (t'), E(t' ), and •b(t') are all slowlyvarying functionsof time in comparisonwith sintoo
t' . At dis-

tances
z>>a•1, the nonlinearly
generated
components
at
frequenciesto=2too are far more stronglyattenuatedthan
the componentsat frequenciesto<too-Retaining only the
low-frequencycomponentsin the forcing functionpermits
us to write

given frequencytoo to distancesof order
14'i5
z/a•> (tooa/co)
1/3.All measurements
reported
in Sec.V
satisfythis condition.
The convolutionin Eq. (14) can be performedanalyt-

ically for E(t) a Gaussianenvelopefunction,and for •b(t)
a quadratic function of time [i.e., for which the instantaneousfrequency12(t) varieslinearly with time]. The analytic result for the correspondingplane wave case, with
•b=const (no frequencymodulation), is discussedin Reft
10.

To constructa solutionfor P2, we beginwith the main
assumptionsof Westervelt and Berktay, i.e., that absorption terminates

the nonlinear

interaction

within

the near

field of the primary beam (A •>1). An exponentiallyattenuated, collimated plane wave then providesa reasonable
modelfor the virtual sourcedistributionthat generatesthe
secondarypressurefield. It is further assumedthat the
envelopeE and phasemodulation•bvary sufficientlyslowly
that thermoviscous
absorptioncan be represented
by exponential attenuationthat acts locally accordingto the in-

p•= (p•/2)e-2a(t')zE2(
t' )H(a--r).
Substitutionof Eq. (19) into Eq. (18) thus yields

flp•a
2 d2 E2(t')

/•2•16p0c•zdt
'2a(t')'

Berktay.
1 For E=const(no amplitude
modulation),
the
resultobtained
by Gurbatov
etaL9 is recovered.
The effect of attenuation

a(t')= [fl(t')/too]2ao

(16)

is a time-dependentattenuationcoefficientproportionalto
fl 2.

We now constructan asymptoticsolution for P2 by
first ignoring the effect of absorptionon the demodulated
waveform, and we set 5=0 in Eq. (12). The resulting
losslessaxial solution, designatedby fi2, is given by the
volume integral

compact volume directly in front of the transducer.Cervenka and Alais6 included the effect of attenuation as
though the demodulatedwaveform were radiated directly
by the transducer.Following the same approach,we includeattenuationby performinga temporalconvolutionof
Eq. (20) with the dissipationfunction from linear theory:

'
l•p•a2
(d2
E2(t'))*D(z,t')
(21)

P2'"16poC•Z
dt'2a(t')

A complete solution for the axial waveform can be
obtainedby combiningthe solutionsfor the primary and
secondaryfields.For A •> 1 and F <•1, the amplitudeof the
secondarywave does not approach that of the primary
wave until the demodulated

fectlycollimated(Pl =0 for r' > a), Eq. (17) reducesin the

far field(i.e.,z largein comparison
with botha -1 and
to2a:/2Co,
where
thelatterquantity
istheRayleigh
distance
correspondingto radiation at a characteristicsecondary
frequencyto:) to

d2fofo
fi2
• 2poC•Z
d7
P•(r"z"t')
r'dr'dz'. (18)
The waveform describedby the squareof Eq. (15) contains localized energy spectra at frequenciesto'to0 and
2878
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waveform

is far from the non-

linear interaction region, where P2 is given by Eq. (21).
Closerto (or within) the nonlinearinteractionregion[i.e.,
beforeEq. (21 ) is valid], the primary wavePl providesthe
main contribution to the total acoustic pressurep. We
therefore substituteEqs. (14) and (21 ) into Eq. (10) to
obtain the completequasilinearaxial solution

P f(t')--f t'--

Po

l•po
a2 d2 E2( t' )

XfO:
P•(r"z"t'--2Co(Z--Z')
' (17)
fo•
r'2)r'z--z'
dr'
dz'
Sincethe main contributionsto the integral occur closeto

wave-

interaction

region
of radius
a andlengtha-1 constitutes
a reasonably

fi2
--2pOCo
40t
'2

thesource
(z' <•a -1) andthebeamis assumed
to beper-

on the demodulated

form is now taken into account. The nonlinear

Pl(r,z,t')=poe-"(t')zE(t' )sin[toot'
+ ok(t')]H(a- r),
where

(20)

For •b=const (no frequency modulation) we have
a=const, and Eq. (20) reducesto the result obtainedby

stantaneous
frequency
12of thecartierwave,
9 i.e.,
(15)

( 19)

+16poc•zdt
'2a(t') ,D(z,t').

(22)

For comparisonwith the experimentaland numerical resultspresentedbelow, it is convenientto rewrite Eq. (22)
in terms of the dimensionlessquantitiesintroducedin Sec.
II:

P f(r)--f(r--a-1)+•a•-•
1+&k/dr
Fd2(E(r))
2

Po

exp(-r2/4Aa)

*

•/4•rA
a '

(23)

where r=toot' (becauser=0), and the asterisknow indicatesconvolutionwith respectto r. To assessthe relative
Averkiouet aL: Self-demodulationof pulses 2878
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s
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FIG. 1. Comparison
of experiment
andtheoryfor the axialpropagation
of a 3.$-MHz pulsefromtr=0.21 (firstrow) throughtr= 1.15(lastrow). The
theoreticalpredictions
are obtainedfrom numericalsolutions
of Eq. ($) with tooT=$0•r,m= 5, A = 15, and N= 1.6 (F =0.11 ). Calculations
basedon
Eq. (23) yieldequallygoodagreement
with experiment.
Decibelsindicatelevelrelativeto the corresponding
sourcelevel.

magnitudeof the demodulatedwaveform,let E (t) = sin tOe
t
and •b=const. The resulting secondarypressureP-=P2
containsthe singlefrequencytO_--2tOe and has magnitude

Our sound source was a Panametrics piezoelectric
transducer with radius a =0.64

cm. The source was excited

by signalsproducedwith a LeCroy 9112 arbitraryfunction
generator(50-MHz digitizationrate, 12-bit amplituderesJP-/PoJ
= (F/16tr)(tO_/tOO)
2exp[- (tO_/tOo)2Atr]. olution), which was programmedto generatewaveforms
definedby Eq. (3) with centerfrequencyf0=tO0/2•r= 3.5
This result describesan absorption-limited parametric
array
4thatproduces
the"difference
frequency"
tO_--2tO
e. MHz. The Rayleigh distanceat this frequencywas%=23
cm, and thermoviscous attenuation introduced losses of

approximately6 dB/cm. Envelopefunctionswere defined
IV. EXPERIMENT

Experiments
were
performed
inasmall
tankfilled
with
glycerin. Glycerin was chosenbecauseit providessufficiently large absorptionat megahertzprimary frequencies
to permit investigation of the entire process of selfdemodulation

within distances on the order of tens of cen-

timeters.In orderfor accuratecomparisons
to be made
with predictionsbasedon the KZK equation,the attenuation coefficientmust depend on the square of the frequency.A quadraticfrequencydependencewas confirmed
experimentallyto within 2%. However, the tendencyof
glycerinto absorbmoisturefrom the air causedthe attenuation to vary slightly from day to day as a function of
humidity (e.g., the attenuation at any given frequency
would changeby up to 10%, but the dependenceon frequency remained quadratic). Nominal values for the

density
16andcoefficient
of nonlinearity
17for glycerin
are
p0= 1260kg/m3and/•=5.4,respectively.
Thevalueofthe
soundspeedwas found experimentallyto be Co--1920 m/s.
2879
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by

E( t) --exp[-- (2t/T)2m],

(24)

where T is the nominal duration of the pulse, which includesapproximatelytOoT/2•rcyclesat frequencytOo,and

the integerm determinesthe rise and decaytime of the
envelope.A Gaussianenvelopeis producedwith m= 1,
and the rise time decreases
as m increases,
with'a perfect
rectangularenvelopeobtainedwith m--oo. A characteris-

ticrisetimetr maybedefined
bysetting
IdE/dtl- t•-1at
t = + T/2, which yieldstry=(e/4m) T. The receivingtransducer was a Marconi bilaminar membrane hydrophone
with an active element of diameter 1 mm and a response
that was flat to within 0.5 dB over the frequencyrange of
interest. The receivedsignalswere recordedand averaged
with a Sony/Tektronix RTD 710 digitizer (200 MHz, 10
bits).

We encounteredone particularexperimentaldifficulty
worth mentioning.Some measuredwaveformsthat were
Averkiou et aL' Self-demodulation of pulses
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FILTERED
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0.75
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1
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-1
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1I /• -83
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0.77
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3.00
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FIG. 2. Comparisonof waveformsobtainedby high-passfiltering (above
approximatelyto0/2) selectedmeasuredwaveformsin the first column of
Fig. 1 (left column above), with linear theory basedon Eq. (14) (right
column). Decibels indicate level relative to the correspondingsource
level.

describedby the secondderivative of the square of the
envelopefunction (in agreementwith the Berktay result)
had amplitudessubstantiallylarger than thosepredictedby
theory. This anomaly was attributed to quadratic source
nonlinearity, as follows. A piezoelectricsource exhibits
strain in responseto an applied voltageE(t)sin tOot,and
thereforequadraticsourcenonlinearitymay producea displacementwaveform componentin the fluid that is pro-

FIG. 3. Comparisonof measuredand predicted waveformsacrossthe
beam at tr=0.55, from r/a=O (on axis) to r/a=6. The theoreticalpredictionsare obtained from numerical solutionsof Eq. (5) for the same
parametersas in Fig. 1. Decibelsindicatelevel relativeto the corresponding sourcelevel.

A = 15 and N= 1.6 (and therefore F =0.11 ), which corre-

spondto an attenuationcoefficienta0=64 Np/m and an
effectivepeak sourcepressurep0=0.51 MPa (i.e., 231 dB
portional
to E2. The effective
source
pressure
is propor- re: 1 fiPa). The frequencyspectrain the secondand fourth
tional to particle velocity, which is the time derivativeof
columnsof Fig. 1 are normalized to yield maximum amthisdisplacement
(dE2/dt),andpropagation
of theaxial plitudesof unity at the source.Decibelsgivenin eachfigure
pressurewaveform into the far field introducesyet a secindicate level relative to that at the source. Whereas the
ond time derivative as a result of diffraction (which leads
theoreticalpredictionsshownin Fig. 1 are providedby the
to d2E2/dt
a). Special
carewastherefore
exercised
to finda numericalsolutionof Eq. (5), practicallyindistinguishable
source transducer that respondedwith suitable linearity
results are given by Eq. (23). Direct comparisonof the
over the desiredrange of operation.
numericaland analyticalsolutionsis postponedto the end
of this section.
v. RESULTS

Shownin Fig. 1 are resultsfor the propagationof the
axial waveform producedby a pulsedsourcewith center
frequencyf0 = 3.5 MHz. The first two columnscontainthe
measured waveforms P(•')/Po and frequency spectra
S(tO/tOo),and the secondtwo columnscontain the corresponding' theoretical predictions. Equation (24) with
tO0T=50•r and m=5 was used for both the theoretical
calculationsand the input to the signalgenerator.The values of A and N were measureddirectly, and then minor
adjustmentswere made to optimize comparisonwith theory, as follows.First, A was adjustedto providethe proper
attenuationrate for the primary wave (small variationsin
A producedlarge variationsin the predictedwaveforms),
and then N was adjustedto match the amplitude of the
demodulatedwaveform.The result of this processyielded
2880
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Figure 1 demonstratesthat overall agreementbetween
theory and experiment is very good. Note the absenceof
secondharmonic generation,which supportsassumptions
made in the derivationof Eq. (23). The slight asymmetry
in the measured waveforms, which is most noticeable at

tr= 1.15, appearsto be causedby asymmetry in the transient responseof the sourcetransducer(e.g., due to ringing).
We now consider the first-order componentsof the
waveforms shown in Fig. 1. The waveforms in the left
column of Fig. 2 were obtained by filtering out the lowfrequencycomponents(below approximatelyto/to0=0.5)
in the measuredwaveformsin the first column of Fig. 1.
Linear theory based on Eq. (14), with rn=5 and
toot = 50•r in Eq. (24), is presentedin the right columnof
Fig. 2. Small signal transient effectsdue to the high absorption produce the amplitude and phase modulations
Averkiouet aL: Self-demodulationof pulses 2880
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FIG. 4. Comparison
of experimentandtheoryfor the axialpropagation
of a frequency-modulated
3.5-MHz pulsefrom tr:0 (first row) throughtr= 1.53

(lastrow).Thetheoretical
predictions
areobtained
fromnumerical
solutions
of Eq. (5) with½: (tOot)2/275•r,
to0T:50•r,m= 5, A= 16,andN--1.6
(F--0.10). Calculationsbasedon Eq. (23) yield equallygoodagreementwith experiment.Decibelsindicatelevel relativeto the corresponding
source
level.

(i.e., higher amplitudesand lower frequencies)at the beginningsand ends of the pulses.Similar effectswere mea-

eralfeatures
asthosemeasured
firstby Moffettetal.2,3
Shown in Fig. 4 is the axial self-demodulationof a

suredfirstby MoffettandBeyer
•8 in an experiment
de- frequency-modulated
tone burst with a centerfrequencyof
signed
tocheck
thetheoretical
predictions
ofBlackstock.
19 f0=3.5 MHz and a phase modulation given by
Agreement between theory and experimentin Fig. 2 is
½= (w0t)2/275•r. The remaining parametersare
somewhatbetter at the leading (left) end of each pulse
than at the trailing end. The poorer agreementat the trailing end is consistentwith the fact that effectsof transducer
ringing were more pronouncedat that end. Also, the filtering processitself can introduceasymmetry.Comparison
with Fig. 1 revealsthat, at or--0.6, the modulation of the
waveform in Fig. 1 is due to both linear and nonlinear
effects. Farther from the source, the dominant cause of

modulation is the contribution from the secondarypressure P2-

Measured and predicted waveformsboth on and off
axis, at tr=0.55, are compared in Fig. 3. The theory is
obtainedagain from numerical solutionof Eq. (5) [Eq.
(23) appliesonly to the axial waveform],with the same
parametervaluesusedfor Fig. 1. The higher directivity of
the primary wave, comparedwith that of the demodulated
waveform, leads to a relative suppressionof the primary
waveasthe observationpoint is movedfarther off axis.The
measuredwaveformsin Figs. 1 and 3 reveal the samegen2881
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w0T=50•r, m--5, A--16, andN= 1.6 (F--0.10). The instantaneous angular frequency of the tone is thus
ll/2•r=fo(l+4fot/275),
which increaseslinearly with
time by approximately50% over the durationof the pulse.

Thetheoryin Fig.4 is obtained
fromthenumerical
solution of Eq. (5), although resultsobtainedfrom Eq. (23)
are virtually the same. We note that the experimentalresults shown for or--0 correspondto the electricalinput to
the transducer and not the pressure in the fluid. At
•r=0.30, absorptionproducesa greater effectat the trailing, high-frequencyend of the pulse,and at cr--0.77, the
nonlinear

effect of self-demodulation

is noticeable

at the

trailing end. At or-- 1.53, the leading,low-frequencyend of
the pulseis nearly demodulated.The higher amplitudeat
the leading edge of the demodulated waveform corresponds to the lower primary frequency, and therefore
longer nonlinear interaction region. We call attention to

thefactthatthepredicted
frequency
spectra
for theprimary wave (i.e., for W/Wo•>0.3) are slightlybroaderthan
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rigated with both theory and experiment.Attention was
devoted to the case in which absorptionis sufficiently
strongthat the nonlinearinteractionis relatively weak and
restrictedto the near field of the sound beam. A recently
developedtime-domain algorithm for solving the KZK
equationwas used to obtain numerical solutions.A quasilinear analytic solution for the entire axial field was developed and compared with both measurementsand numerical results.The good agreementbetweentheory and
experimentdemonstratesthat the KZK equationand the
analytic solution for the axial field provide accurate descriptionsof the entire self-demodulationprocess.
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